Emrah Mete
About Emrah:
Emrah demonstrates an outstanding commitment to building the expertise of the Turkish Oracle community.
He is one of the core founding members of TROUG (Turkish Oracle User Group) and plays an active role in
TROUG's non-profit organization. He has held the position of Database Development SIG Chairman for 2
periods, while also maintain a high level of activity as speaker or organizer local Oracle-related events. Emrah
is well known within the Oracle Community and his contributions are followed by virtually the entire Oracle
Community in Turkey.
Emrah is currently involved in large scale projects using his deep expertise in Oracle SQL, PL/SQL and Oracle
Data Integrator (ODI) and these projects adding him deep knowledge in also Oracle database architecture
as well. He is especially known as one of the Oracle SQL and Oracle PL/SQL experts in Turkey. Both his
colleagues and followers of his blog and social media consult with him about complex database queries,
query optimization and Oracle related technical questions. His blog has been active for five years and is one
of the most widely followed Oracle-oriented blogs in Turkey. Most content is in Turkish, so that local Oracle
professionals can understand and leverage his information more easily, but he also publishes some content in
English.

Emrah is also a Oracle Certified SQL Expert.

Links
OTN Community Name: emrah mete
Blog: https://emrahmete.wordpress.com (Turkish)
Blog: https://emrahmeteen.wordpress.com (English)
Google Plus: https://plus.google.com/u/0/115561659623066080260/posts
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/emrah.mete
Twitter: @emrahmete https://twitter.com/emrahmete
Linkedin: https://tr.linkedin.com/pub/emrah-mete/23/6b2/a46
http://goog_1036297482/http://www.troug.org/trouglog2013/#page/22 (TROUG Paper)
http://www.troug.org/dernek-yonetimi/ (TROUG Board of Members Page)

How to Vote
This person has been selected by a panel of (mostly) ACE judges to be a finalist for the
Oracle Database Developer Choice Award.
Winners are chosen by popular vote: the top vote-getters will be announced as winners at the YesSQL event at
Oracle Open World 2015.
If you think a person should win the Developer Choice Award, vote her or him up.
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You can vote for as many of the finalists as you feel are deserving of the award.

By voting for this finalist, you confirm that you have read the rules and that you are eligible to
vote.

Regarding Comments
If you would like to explain why you are voting this finalist up, you are welcome to add a comment. We will,
however, remove any negative comments.
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